For i € {1,..., d} the marginal point processes are defined in the following way:
Ni(u)(A) = N(u)(A x {»}),
where u £ Q.
From the equality P(N({x} x {i}) < 2; Vz € E, i € {1,..., d}) = d = P(f]{N i ({x})<2y, Vxes), i=i it follows that the d-dimensional point process N is simple (see Daley, VereJones [3] , Definition 7.1.VII) iff the marginal point processes TV; are simple for i € {1,..., d}.
The sequence 3" 0 = {5" n ; n € N} of finit'e partitions = {A n ,{; i £ {1,..., fc n }}, n £ N, consisting of Borel sets in the space E is the dissecting system for E if, in addition to the partition properties that A n< i fl A n j = 0 for i ji j and A n< i U ... U A n< k n = E, the sequences are nested (i.e. A n -\,i H A n j = A n j or 0 and they separate points of E (i.e. for any given distinct points x,y £ E there exists an integer n such that x £ A n< i and The ring 5" of sets generated by finitely many intersections and unions of elements of a dissecting system is a dissecting ring (see Daley, Vere-Jones [3] , definitions A2.1.IV. and A2.1.VI.).
Let us consider the sequence of ¿-dimensional random vectors {X_ n ;n £ N}, where X_ n = (X n> i,... ,X ni d). For fixed n £ N, u> £ Q and for each coordinate i, the numbers:
can be arranged in a nondecreasing sequence. In this way, for n € N, we define the d-dimensional sequence of extreme order statistics {M^; k £ {1,..., n}}. Let us note that for i £ {1,... d} we have min{X jti ; j € {1,...,»}} = < < ...
For arbitrary vectors {u n ; n £ N} C we define indicators:
For n £ N, let us define the ¿-dimensional point process of extreme order statistics S n in the following way
It is easy to see, that
.., d}}.
The above equality allows us to use the theory of multivariate point processes in order to investigate multivariate extreme order statistics.
Weak convergence of multivariate point processes
We will give now the multivariate version of Theorem 7.3.II. Daley, VereJones [3] . Its formulation, given below, follows from two facts. First, the dissecting ring for E' consists of the sets of the form Note that all algebraic operations are meant componentwise. The distribution function of M (1) we denote by H. We also note that (a) and (2) are equivalent to the following condition (see Galambos [2] , section 5.):
for each x € and all {ii,...,ifc} C {l,...,d}. Now on the basis of Proposition 2 we will prove the existence of the limit distribution of the ¿-dimensional point process of extreme order statistics. Hence, the proof of the existence of the limit distribution of multivariate order statistics will be completed, (see Daley, Vere-Jones [3] Lemma 9.1.IV. and (1)).
Let S"(x) be a d-dimensional point process of extreme order stistics defined for un = anx+bn. Let J]' denote the product of the factors which are indicated by all sequences of numbers i(k) such that 1 < ¿1 < ... < t* < d, 1 < k <d. For fixed sets ,..., Ij £ 3", we denote by the set defined in the following way ***) = n u <6{ii,...,i*} t'f?{«i,•..,«*} THEOREM 1. If conditions (a) and (2) are satisfied, then
for all x 6 Ah, n-* oo Proof. Condition (7) is equivalent (see (5)) to the following form of the function F S ( X ) i=l Because (see proof of Theorem 1.)
where AH = {x_eR d : H(x) > 0}. The limit d-dimensional point process of extreme order statistics S(x) has simple and Poisson's marginal point processes Si(x) and the function Fs(x) of the form:
(6) (Mi k) ~ bn)/an M (k) for k £ N.
Proof. Let us fix arbitrary x € Ah-It is well known, from one dimensional theory of order statistics, that conditions (a) and (2) give the weak convergences
where S' is the ¿-dimensional simple Poisson point process of independent marginal point processes 5,(x). Thus Corollary 2 is an immediate consequence of Proposition 1.
In the theory of extreme values the distribution function F is called asymptotically fully dependent if the limit maximum vector has almost surely equal components . We also note, that the above definition is equivalent to the condition Conversely, from the full dependence of marginal point processes 5,(z) follows that
It is easy to see that
Hence,
As (5) 
COROLLARY 4. If for each x € AH, S(X) is the d-dimensional limit point process of extreme order statistics, then for each x £ AH, S(X) is of Poisson's type iff F is asymptotically independent.
Another definition from extremal value theory will be reminded (see Resnick [8] , Section 5.1.). The multidimensional distribution function G is max-infinitely divisible, if G 1 /" is a distribution function for every n € N. The below conclusion involves characterization of the limit distribution of multivariate point process of extreme order statistics.
COROLLARY 5. If the distribution function F is max-infinitely divisible, then the limit distribution of the d-dimensional point process of extreme order statistics S(x) is infinitely divisible for all x £ AH-
Proof. Accordingly to the definition of convolution of measures (see Matthes [7] ) we particularly have for n-time convolution i2* n of distribution According to the above it is easy to prove Corollary 5 in the following way. We define £ n as a limit d-dimensional point process of extreme order statistics built on the basis of the sequence of independent random vectors {x' k \ k € N} with the common distribution function F l / n . Let {Y n ; n G N} be a d-dimensional, stationary sequence of random vectors (not necessarily independent) with the common distribution function F which satisfies (3). We assume that there exists a limit d-dimensional point process of extreme order statistics T built on the basis of the sequence n e N}. From Proposition 1 results the following conclusion. 
